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ABSTRACT: 

Purpose: Many clinical procedures in prosthodontics, as in other dental specialties, lack solid 

proof, leaving us in the dark about their effects and, worse yet, unsure of whether they cause 

more harm than good. This paper's objective is to discuss recent research for a few specific 

treatments after carefully reading the prosthodontic literature. 

Study choice: The best available evidence was the focus of the MEDLINE/PubMed search 

for literature on the chosen topics. 

Results: Many "ancient truths" about prosthodontic procedures might be referred to as 

dogmas; they are beliefs that are supported more by faith than by facts. For particular, there is 

little evidence to back up the notion that a face-bow is required in the creation of prostheses, 

and many occlusion-related theories lack supporting data. The article provides examples of 

some of these dogmas in various fields of the profession and discusses them.  

Conclusion: Examining the prosthodontic literature reveals that many prevalent clinical 

procedures are not backed by sufficient evidence. In the era of evidence-based dentistry, it is 

important to eliminate ineffective interventions and base decisions on the best available data. 

INTRODUCTION: 

A belief or attitude that is held to be true is known as a dogma. When examined more closely, 

several of these dogmas are still held in high regard despite having no supporting evidence. 

Galileo Galilei's experience after disavowing the then-accepted article of faith that the earth 

was the centre of the universe is a well-known historical example of the dangers of 

challenging dogmas. He was given a life sentence in jail in 1632 by the Church in Rome, 

which ultimately reduced it to a lifetime of house detention. 360 years later, in 1992, the Pope 

deemed the Galileo case to be closed. In many organizations, in non-democratic nations, in 

political parties, and even in the scientific community if you are a researcher who produces 

results that do not fit into preexisting paradigms, it may still be dangerous to question 

dogmas. A paradigm, or the shared beliefs of members of a scientific area, can significantly 

limit one's field of vision, and attempts to modify paradigms are typically met with fierce 

hostility [1]. According to a well-known scientist, such a response to new discoveries could 
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have disastrous effects on scientific advancement: "It is what we think we know that keeps us 

from learning more" (Albert Einstein, 1879–1955). 

"Science is not to answer the most difficult problems." The goal of science is to gradually 

disprove preconceived notions. Nicholas Bohr (1885–1962) Clinicians in both medicine and 

dentistry should always take into account the following statement: "Half of what you are 

taught as medical students will have been demonstrated to be inaccurate in 10 years, and the 

difficulty is none of your lecturers knows which half." (1893–1956) Sidney Burwell One 

could argue that the time frame today is considerably shorter, possibly barely five years. A 

crucial step in the development of evidence-based care is to critically examine current 

viewpoints on clinical techniques. This paper's objective is to examine the most recent data 

for a few specific clinical prosthodontic procedures after carefully examining the literature. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

The best available data was taken into consideration when searching MEDLINE/PubMed for 

literature on specific features of clinical prosthodontic procedures. Since there is a wealth of 

prosthodontic literature (78,430 hits in PubMed as of April 21, 2008), the review was 

restricted to studies with the strongest level of evidence (Table 1). Other research were taken 

into consideration in the absence of publications at the highest levels, such as clinical 

randomised controlled trials (RCT) and systematic reviews of RCTs. Aspects of complete 

denture manufacture, jaw registration techniques, tooth loss and the condition of the 

masticatory system, the use of oral implants in prosthodontic treatment, and the role of 

occlusion in temporomandibular disorders were among the topics chosen (TMDs). Due to 

space constraints, the study is shortened and concentrated on particular features of the chosen 

regions. 

Evidence-based care 

Only a small portion of the treatments that are often employed in clinical dentistry have been 

shown to have solid scientific backing. The fact that the situation is comparable in medical 

care is of little consolation to dentists [2]. Valid comparisons between various techniques, 

materials, and drugs demand high-quality investigations. It is commonly known that RCTs 

provide the strongest evidence among other study designs, which is reflected in the hierarchy 

of scientific strength. RCTs are simple to execute when comparing different medications, but 

they are challenging to carry out in restorative dentistry and nearly impossible for complex 

therapies like oral rehabilitation. Therefore, it appears that no RCT has been done to assess 

the clinical outcomes of implant-supported reconstructions vs traditional fixed prostheses on 

teeth for tooth replacement. 90 RCTs were found in a thorough analysis of the prosthodontic 

literature up to the end of 2000, but the critical authors argued that only a tiny portion of them 

were reported in accordance with current standards for publishing scientific studies, making it 

challenging to evaluate the results [3]. 
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Review of some dogmas regarding complete denture fabrication 

The importance of closely adhering to the traditional prosthodontic guidelines for optimal 

quality has been highlighted in textbooks and undergraduate training as the key to total 

denture treatment success. However, numerous studies over the years have shown that there 

is frequently no link between a dentist's evaluation of denture quality and a patient's 

happiness with the procedure [5-7]. It is a commonly held clinical belief that there is a 

correlation between the anatomical characteristics (such as the height of residual ridges, the 

makeup of mucosal tissues, etc.) and the success of denture therapy. However, numerous 

research [6,7] have failed to find any direct links between these variables and patient 

satisfaction with the dentures. According to the findings of one of these studies, patient 

satisfaction with mandibular prosthesis is not well predicted by doctors' evaluations of the 

quality of tissues supporting dentures [7]. 

Additionally, there is no concrete proof that improving complete dentures can influence 

edentulous participants' eating preferences or diet quality [16,17]. The chewing capacity was 

enhanced but there were no dietary changes following treatment, according to studies that 

also compared it to implant-supported prosthesis [18–20]. All of these trials came to the same 

conclusion: without individualised nutritional counselling, successful rehabilitation, including 

increased chewing ability, does not always lead to a satisfying diet. 

Furthermore, there is insufficient proof that creating superior complete dentures will 

influence edentulous patients' dietary preferences or elevate the calibre of their diet [16,17]. 

Improved chewing capacity, but no dietary changes were observed following treatment, 

according to studies that also compared the prostheses with implant support [18–20]. 

According to the findings of all these research, successful rehabilitation, including better 

chewing capacity, does not always lead to a satisfying diet in the absence of individualised 

nutritional advice. 

The fact that psychological factors and the patient's - and the dentist's - personality are of 

great importance for the outcome of treatment should be balanced with the lack of strong 

evidence for an association between anatomical and technical prerequisites of a successful 

treatment with complete dentures [21]. Numerous research have shown that the most 

important variables influencing patients' assessments of treatment outcomes were dentists' 

and patients' interpersonal perceptions of one another [22,23]. Reviews of the literature on 

this subject have indicated that for obtaining patient satisfaction, the development of a 

positive relationship with the patient appears to be more crucial than a technically flawless 

denture fabrication [24–26]. 

The efficacy of the face-bow has been questioned by many general practitioners, and in 

Scandinavia nearly all dentists have long since stopped using them, not just for the 

production of complete dentures but also for other kinds of prosthodontic procedures. A face-

bow is not required for all forms of prosthodontic procedures, according to a 1991 consensus 
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publication from the Scandinavian Society for Prosthetic Dentistry (SSPD), which also 

suggested straightforward techniques for jaw recording. The articulator's standard mounting 

is adequate and simple to carry out. 

The statement was based on the lack of published data—and the continued absence of such 

data demonstrating that employing a face-bow will improve clinical outcomes relative to not 

using one [19].More research is now confirming that mounting in the articulator with or 

without a face-bow produces equivalent clinical outcomes [21–24]. One of these studies 

comparing the conventional method with a streamlined method for creating entire dentures 

came to the conclusion that "the quality of complete dentures does not decrease when 

production procedures are streamlined to save time and materials." These results should be 

taken into account by dental educators when creating prosthodontic training programmes. 

[13]. Also in line with Appropriatech's philosophy, this idea reads: ‘To offer care for the 

many, cost-effective conventional treatment is essential, but with proper quality control.’ 

The widely held belief that implant treatment is more secure than traditional fixed prostheses 

is not supported by the most recent research. Numerous long-term investigations have shown 

that problems following implant therapy are frequent and that reconstructive repairs and 

replacements can be time- and money-consuming [20]. Systematic reviews have 

demonstrated that the incidence of technical complications was higher for implant-supported 

reconstructions than for tooth-supported reconstructions in the absence of RCTs comparing 

the long-term outcomes of conventional fixed prostheses and implant-supported 

reconstructions [23]. Before beginning the treatment, dentists should keep an eye on these 

results and inform the patients. 

For a long time, occlusal disturbances were thought to be the main factor causing TMDs. It is 

not overstatement to claim that the intimate association between TMDs and occlusion was a 

dogma for many practitioners. Dental schools emphasised the removal of so-called occlusal 

interferences using various forms of occlusal therapy, such as occlusal adjustment, and it 

soon became a popular TMD treatment option in general practise. After occlusal adjustment, 

TMD patients frequently feel better, which supports the dentist's theory that occlusal 

abnormalities and TMDs are related. 

It has been shown that an anterior bite plate that only allows incisal and canine occlusal 

contacts is just as effective as a stabilisation splint. Unexpectedly, an occlusal splint is 

essentially just as effective as a so-called placebo splint, which merely covers the palate and 

doesn't touch the occlusion [13]. According to a theory put forth [14], occlusal splints are 

temporary aids similar to crutches used in orthopaedic therapy, and the results can be 

attributed to factors like placebo, passage of time, and shifting concerns. The current 

consensus among TMD professionals is that an occlusal splint is an effective treatment for 

the management of TMD patients, despite the growing scepticism about the old explanations 

of success. However, the mechanism of action is unclear, and it's likely that the blockage has 
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little to no, if any, impact on the effect. As a result, these tools would be referred to as 

intraoral appliances rather than occlusal splints. 

DISCUSSION: 

It is possible to classify a lot of "ancient truths" in prosthodontics and occlusion as dogmas 

that are more founded on faith than science. Some of these dogmas are illustrated in the 

essay, but there are many more, as shown by a newly published in-depth review [23]. The 

creation of complete dentures has received most of the attention, but it is simple to detect a 

matching absence of solid scientific basis in other prosthodontic subspecialties. In reality, 

only a small portion of all beliefs that direct clinical dental and medical practises are 

supported by solid data. Making clinical judgments is excessively challenging and ambiguous 

without solid evidence. Therefore, more research that includes systematic and controlled 

investigations is required in order to resolve the numerous unresolved issues and raise the 

standard and safety of clinical care. The research should include biological, psychological, 

economic, and quality-of-life factors in addition to clinical comparisons between various 

therapy. To reach any useful conclusions, it will be necessary to evaluate studies with lower 

levels of evidence due to the dearth of RCTs and the difficulties in conducting such trials .  

Clinical decision-makers can benefit from useful guidelines that systematic evaluations of the 

literature have been demonstrated to offer [16–18]. The best available evidence should serve 

as the foundation for clinical practise, which should also take into account the patients' 

preferences and wishes as well as the clinical experience and knowledge of the therapy team. 

Many of the current "truths" will be called into question throughout time, and dogmas devoid 

of compelling evidence will be rejected. The prosthodontic profession ought to participate 

actively in this procedure. 
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